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Abstract   Transient thermal field in laser surface hardening treatment of medium carbon steel was 
analyzed by employing both three-dimensional analytical model and finite element model. In finite 
element model the laser beam was considered as a moving plane heat flux to establish the temperature 
rise distribution in the work-piece, while in analytical model laser beam was considered as an internal 
heat source. The numerical results were compared with the analytical results. In laser heat treatment 
of steel some methods are used to produce a wider and nearly uniform average irradiance profile. It 
may be achieved by rotating the beam optically, thereby producing an overlapping spiral track, or by 
dithering the beam (rocking the lens or mirror) perpendicular to the track, thus producing a zigzag 
pattern. In this paper, these models are used to cover the two mentioned patterns for laser hardening 
with Gaussian distribution, and to compare the results with the hardened region of bimodal and 
uniform distribution. The results show that dithering beam and rotating beam are useful for obtaining 
a uniform heat intensity distribution, if the parameters of dithering beam or rotating beam are properly 
chosen with the aid of these models. The diffusion process being a time dependent phenomenon, an 
interaction time of 15 ms was taken as a basis to determine the hardened region. 
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روش المان محدود و   هم به،کردن سطحي يک فوالد با کربن متوسط ات سختين عمليميدان دماي حچكيده       

عنوان يک شار حرارتي متحرک مدل شده  در مدل المان محدود ليزر به.  آناليز شده استيليروش تحل هم به
 سطح آن يکيداخل قطعه و در نزدصورت يک منبع توليد انرژي در   که در مدل تحليلي ليزر بهيحال در، است

 که از ليزر با توزيع رود کار مي کردن سطحي با ليزر ترفندهايي به کلي در عمليات سخت طور به. مدل شده است
از پرتو لرزان يا چرخشي  استفاده ن مهميافتن به اي  دستيها  از راهيکي. تر استفاده شود يکنواخت و عريض

شده براي آناليز  هاي ذکر در اين پروژه از مدل. شود شدن مسير حرکت ليزر اي که باعث جارو گونه  به؛است
هاي انرژي بيمدال،  از توزيع شده ناشي  سختةاز اين الگوها استفاده شده است و با ناحي ميدان دماي ناشي

د  سودمني روش،ياز پرتو لرزان و چرخش  استفادهدهد میج نشان ينتا. يکنواخت و گوسين مقايسه شده است
 استفاده ا لرزان باي ي پرتو چرخشيکه پارامترها يشرط  به؛کنواخت استيع حرارت يدست آوردن توزه  بيبرا
 ۱۵ به همين دليل زمان اندرکنش ؛ استنبر يک فرآيند زماذفرايند نفو.  انتخاب شونديها به خوب يساز مدلن ياز ا
 .ته اسنظر گرفته شد شده در  سختةبراي تعيين ناحيثانيه  ميلي

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In laser surface hardening, the work-piece is heated 
on surface by a laser beam. The laser travels from 
one end of the work-piece to the other end. In 
order to achieve the phase transformation, the 
temperature in the hardening zone, should be 
greater than the phase change temperature (Tphase). 
However, the temperature should not exceed the 

melting temperature and should be high and long 
for the austenitic transformation of steel to take 
place. In order to activate phase change, the 
cooling rate should also be greater than the critical 
cooling rate. The high cooling rate of the work-
piece is achieved by the speed of the torch and the 
heat loss from the work-piece. 
     For laser surface heat treatment of steel, it is 
preferable to use a wider laser beam (larger size of 
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beam spot) with a uniform heat intensity distribution, 
in order to attain a more uniform case depth [1]. 
This can be accomplished by the following three 
approaches: 
     The first one is achieved by rotating the beam 
optically, thereby producing an overlapping spiral 
track, or by dithering the beam (rocking the lens or 
mirror) perpendicular to the track, thus producing a 
zigzag pattern. Figure 1 is an illustration of these 
techniques. The second alternative involves the 
use of a bimodal (TEM11) shaped laser beam. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to maintain a high-
quality, high-order mode over a long period of 
time; also the beam may not be symmetrical which 
complicates matters if contour tracks are required. 
The third alternative involves the use of not-so-
sharp focused high-peak power, low order (TEM00) 
mode Gaussian laser beam [2]. 
     Modeling the thermal field due to laser hardening 
has been subject to many researches. Most of these 
works were carried out on quasi-steady state, [3-8]. 
In the past decade, Rajadhyaksha, et al [8] 
solved conductive heat transfer under steady-state 
condition, with a finite element model. The 
systematic approach was applied to optimize the laser 
surfacing process. They compared their results 
with a Lagrangian formulation. They also 
computed design sensitivities of the temperature 
field using both the direct differentiation and the 
adjoint methods. 
     There are also a few works that developed a 
transient model to model the thermal field in laser 

hardening [9-13]. In recent years Komanduri, et al [9] 
has carried out comprehensive investigations on the 
thermal field under transient condition. They 
developed a 3D analytical model using a circular 
moving heat source with Gaussian, bimodal and 
uniform distributions. They applied the results of 
their analytical model to optimize the laser 
hardening process parameters for AISI 1036 (EN8) 
steel. The interaction time of 15 ms was taken as 
the basis to predict hardened region. 
     In previous works [3-13] the thermal field in 
laser hardening with uniform traverse velocity along 
a straight line has been investigated. However, for 
laser hardening with rotating or dithering even if the 
heat flux is fixed in space and the material move 
(Eulerian formulation) the thermal field remains 
transient and never reduce to a steady-state then 
thermal modeling of laser hardening with rotating 
and dithering beam needs a transient formulation. 
     In the present study, the laser beam is regarded 
as a moving heat source with heat intensity 
distribution namely, Gaussian, bimodal, or uniform 
and various moving patterns (beam rotating and 
beam dithering). 
 
 
 

2. ANALITICAL MODEL 
 
An analytical model, based on the well-known 
transient heat conduction equation was adopted 
to describe the time and space temperature 
distribution T(r,t) in the material under the action 
of a laser beam that may dithering or rotating: 
 

)t,r(f)TK(
t
T

pc =∇−∇+
∂
∂

ρ  (1) 

 
Where cp, ρ and K denote, respectively, the 
specific heat, density and thermal conductivity of 
the work-piece and the heat source term f(r,t), at 
the right side of Equation 1, is identified as the 
heat distribution of the laser beam. 
     If ρ, cp and K are temperature independent, 
Equation 1 is reduced to: 
 

K
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Where α = K/ρ cp is the thermal diffusivity. 
     In the case of three-dimensional transient, 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Active methods for spreading out a laser beam for 
surface treatment applications [2]. 
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non-homogeneous heat conduction problem given 
by Equation 2, the solution for T(r,t) is expressed in 
terms of the three-dimensional Green’s function, [14] 
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Where )'r(F  is the initial temperature distribution. 
     The three-dimensional Green’s function can be 
obtained from the product of the three one-
dimensional Green’s function as in rectangular 
coordinates: 
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Where each of the one-dimensional Green’s 
functions G1, G2 and G3 depends on the extent of 
the region (i.e., finite, semi infinite, or infinite) and 
the boundary conditions, where the infinite medium 
Green’s function is obtained as [14]: 
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and the semi infinite medium Green’s function 
when the boundary at z' = 0 is of the second kind 
(insulate) is obtained as: 
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Substituting G1 (x,t|x΄,τ), G2 (y,t|y΄,τ) from Equation 5 
and G3 (z,t|z΄,τ) from Equation 6, in Equation 4 
yields the three-dimensional Green’s function, for 
z' = 0 (on z' = 0, f (r΄,τ) ≠ 0 otherwise, f (r΄,τ) = 0), as 
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With the substitutions x΄ = x – r cos θ, y΄ = y – r sin θ 
and G (r,t|r΄,τ) from Equation 7, in Equation 3 the 
temperature distribution is obtained as, 
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In this equation, f(x-rcosθ, y-rsinθ, τ) is the beam 
intensity distribution, which for a beam with 
Gaussian distribution that moves along a straight 
line is obtained as: 
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Where ro is the characteristic (beam) radius (defined 
as the radius at which the intensity of the laser 
beam falls to 5 % of the maximum intensity) and Q 
is the power transferred into the substrate (equal to 

PA× , where A is the absorptivity and P is the laser 
power) [16], ν is the laser velocity along moving 
line (longitudinal velocity). 
     For a dithering beam f(x-rcosθ,y-rsinθ,τ) is 
obtained as: 
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Where lmax is the amplitude and τ* is the period of 
every cycle. 
     For a rotating beam the beam intensity distribution 
is obtained as: 
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Where lmax is the amplitude, τ* is the period of every 
rotate and ‘a’ is the diameter of rotation along 
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moving line and it should be chosen so that covers 
the area as best as possible while the maximum 
temperature become minimum. The best choice for 
‘a’ is half of distance that laser in every period 
transfer (i.e. a=ντ*/2). 
     For a dithering beam with uniform velocity in 
every half of cycle f(x-rcosθ,y-rsinθ,τ) change and 
is obtained as, 
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Where ν is the laser velocity component along the 
moving line (longitudinal velocity) and ν* is the 
laser velocity component across the moving line. 
     Similarly for other distribution ),'y,'x(f τ could 
be obtained. For example for bimodal distribution 
that moves along a straight line f(x-rcosθ,y-rsinθ,τ) 
is obtained as: 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
 
The basic heat-transfer equations considered are: 
 
F = ∇ (-KT) (14a) 

Which relates the heat flux F to thermal gradient: 
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Which applies to nonsteady-state heat conduction, 
where again ρ is the density, cp the specific heat, T 
the temperature, t the time, K the thermal 
conductivity and G the internal generation of heat. 
G is zero where the incident laser power is 
modeled as a heat flux.  
     In this model we divide the time during laser 
beam continuous irradiation to n time increment 
Δt, during every increment Δt we assume that laser 
beam don’t move and the program determine 
thermal load for every node on the heated surface, 
that depend on the laser beam position, heat 
intensity distribution and the node position. Laser 
beam position depends on the moving pattern, 
speed and time, thus the value of thermal load for 
every node on the heated surface is a function of 
time and place. 
     Care must be taken, however, in the determination 
of heat flux for every node if the incident intensity 
is discontinuous, as would be the case for the 
uniform disk beam mode intensity (called top hat) 
distribution, 
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In every time increment finite element code is used 
to compute the solution to the heat transfer 
Equation 14 and the result of every time increment 
becomes the initial condition of next time 
increment. For small Δt we can assume that the 
laser moves continuously. 
     In the model, it is necessary to make a decision 
about the element size and shape, time increment 
and number of step n* for every time increment. 
Since these quantities are not independent, the 
following relation can be written: 
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The Fourier number Fo, which includes material 
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thermo-diffused efficiencyα , time step Δt* and 
node spacing xΔ , should be below 2 [13]. This 
decision has been made with the help of the 
analytical model. 
     In finite element model, the Gaussian distribution 
q(r) can be expressed as [15]: 
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Where (as mentioned) ro is the characteristic radius 
and Q is the power transferred into the substrate. 
The heat flux of the square beam mode can be 
expressed as follows  [16]: 
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Where d1 and d2 are the beam width and length, 
respectively. For a bimodal distribution on a 
circular disc heat source; the heat release intensity 
q(r) is a function of r. In bimodal distribution 
which the distance from the center of the 
distribution curve to one of its peaks on the ri-axis 
is 0.24 ro can be expressed by the following 
equation  [9]: 
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4. EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
 
The models, developed in the previous sections, 
are exemplified in the analysis and optimization of 
the laser surface-hardening process of a gear tooth. 
We adopted the same example (Figurer 2) used by 
Komanduri, et al [9]. In their work the laser beam 
traverses longitudinally along the work surface 
(x-axis) at a longitudinal velocity of Vsc followed by 
an appropriate transverses feed, f along the y-axis, 

while in our case the laser beam may rotate or 
dithering during this process. 
     For laser hardening with dithering or rotating 
beam, the cross feed changes from one point to 
another point longitudinally along the work surface 
(x-axis) and depends on the condition that the point 
is located relative to the path of moving laser. For 
this reason, we determine maximum and minimum 
cross feed for every case. Maximum cross feed 
usually occurs on the cross section between two 
sequences peak, although its temperature is less 
than the temperature of points on the center line of 
every peak. However, it requires the time necessary 
for the phase transition.  
 
4.1. System Characteristics   The dimensions 
of gear tooth used are shown in Figure 2, but only 
a 10mm layer from heated surface are considered 
in order to reduce calculation time. The gear is 
made of steel AISI 1036. The thickness of the 
hardening layer is taken as 0.12 mm. The phase 
transition temperature for the AISI 1036 steel is 
taken as 775˚C and the melting temperature as 
1470˚C [9,17] and a critical martensite temperature 
of 430˚C [18]. In order to obtain martensite, the 
martensizing temperature should be reached in less 
than 3.5s from the austenizing temperature. Hence 
the critical cooling rate to achieve martensite is 
91.43˚C/s [8]. The density of AISI 1036 is taken as 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the laser surface transformation 
hardening of a gear tooth showing salient features of the
process [9]. 
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7844 (kg/m3). The material has non-linear conductivity 
K and specific heat Cp, since these material 
properties depend on temperature. Temperature 
dependence of the thermo-physical properties of 
the work-piece is shown in Figure 3 [19]. The 
convection coefficients are also temperature 
dependent [8 and 20]. 
     The laser beam which is used has an energy, 
power of 480 W and absorptivity of A = 71 %. The 
Table 1 shows the size of laser beams employed 
for the above mentioned cases. 
 
 
 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The effect of element size and time stepping and 
number of sub-steps for every load step in finite 
element model were studied with the help of the 
analytical model and for uniform thermal properties 
(uniform thermal properties of AISI 1036 at 25˚C). 
     Figure 4 shows a comparison between FEM and 
analytical results. This figure shows the temperature 
changes with time for a point at x = 0.957mm, y = 
0.565 mm and z = 0.118 mm in laser hardening 
with Gaussian distribution; amplitude lmax = 1 mm, 
period τ* = 0.015 s, longitudinal velocitiy 30 mm/s. 
and, (a) dithering beam with sinusoidal moving, 
(b) rotating beam. In this comparison the model 
has been discretized (discretization concerns the 
process of transferring continuous models and 
equations into discrete counterparts for numerical 
evaluation and implementation) by 4-node 
tetrahedral element. In order to reduce calculation 
and improve efficiency, dense meshes are used 
around the heated region. Because of small ∆t 
every load step solved by one sub-step (∆t*=∆t). 
The distance between nodes on the heated surface 
and around the heated region is 0.09 mm, thus the 
mesh under the laser is such that it has sufficient 
number of elements to capture the inflection of the 
Gaussian distribution, and for every cycle 10 load 
steps were used. As it is obvious we found a good 
agreement between FEM results and analytical 
results for these parameters (∆x,∆t) of the finite 
element model. In this investigation we found, for 
this case if the distance between nodes on the 
heated surface and around the heated region 
increase to 0.25 mm about 5 percent error could be 
found, and if the distances between nodes on the 
heated surface increase to 0.5 mm, about 16 percent 

 
Temperature (˚C) 

 
(a) 

 

 
Temperature (˚C) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3. Thermal properties of AISI 1036 versus temperature 
[19]: (a) thermal conductivity of AISI 1036 versus temperature 
and (b) heat capacity of AISI 1036 versus temperature. 
 
 
 
TABLE 1. Beam size Were used in this Study. 
 

Intensity Distribution Beam Size 

Gaussian Disc Beam Mode 3 and 4 mm 
Diameter 

Bimodal 5 and 4 mm 
Diameter 

Uniform Square Beam Mode 2 ×2 mm 

Top-Hat Distribution 2.5 mm 
Diameter 

Rotating and Dithering Beam 
with Gaussian Beam 3 mm Diameter 
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error could be found. Although the time of one 
cycle or rotate is so small (0.1 s.), but at least 6 load 
step for every cycle are needed and if the number of 
load steps for every cycle increases more than 12 
load steps the error does not considerably decrease. 
     After an appropriate finite element model was 
found realistic temperature-dependent thermal 
properties, thermal conductivity and specific heat 
are included in the model and the cross feed for the 
case of no surface melting and 0.12 mm hardening 
depth is calculated. To compare the hardened 
region of rotating Gaussian beam and dithering 

Gaussian beam with the hardened region of other 
intensity distributions (Gaussian, bimodal, uniform 
square and uniform disc mode), the cross feed of 
these distributions (with linear moving) are also 
studied. 
     Since diffusion during the heat treatment (surface 
transformation hardening) process is a time 
dependent phenomenon, an interaction time was 
taken as a basis to determine the hardened region. 
The time required for the phase transition of AISI 
1036 steel corresponds to 0.015 s [3 and 9]. 
 
5.1. Cross Feed for Various Laser Beam 
Intensity Distributions   Figure 5 shows the 
changes of the cross feed (for hardened depth of 0.12 
mm) with the longitudinal velocity, respectively, 
for different laser beam intensity distributions (a) 
bimodal, (b) uniform and (c) Gaussian. 
     It can be seen from Figure 5 that as the 
longitudinal velocity decreases the maximum 
temperature and cross feed increases until the 
maximum temperature reaches the melting 
temperature which is normally undesirable during 
hardening. As you see in this figure the maximum 
cross feed which could be obtained by this laser 
(power of 480 W) and these intensity distributions is 
associated with the uniform disc beam mode with 
2.5 mm diameter and about 30mm/s. longitudinal 
velocity. It can be seen from Figure 5c that the 
maximum cross feed which could be obtained by 
this laser and with Gaussian distribution of heat 
intensity and with laser beam diameter of 3 mm 
which move along a straight line is about 0.8mm.  
 
5.2. Cross Feed for Laser Hardening with 
Rotating and Dithering Beam   Figure 6 shows 
the variations of the maximum temperature rise in 
a section on the heated surface with distance from 
the center line, y, for different moving patterns 
(amplitude lmax = 1mm and period τ* = 0.015 s., 
longitudinal velocities 30 mm/s.). For laser 
hardening with dithering beam for uniform velocity, 
the maximum temperature occurs on the center line, 
and as the distance increases from the center line, 
the temperature decreases quickly, and as a result of 
that the hardened depth varies across hardened 
region and cross feed is lower than dithering beam 
with sinusoidal velocity, and also maximum 
temperature is high so surface melting could occur. 
Therefore velocity should change to produce a 

Time (s) 
 

(a) 
 

Time (s) 
 

(b) 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of finite element results with analytical 
results (a) dithering beam and (b) rotating beam. 
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uniform hardened depth across the hardened region. 
Thus in the following we only consider the dithering 
beam with sinusoidal scanning velocity. 
     As Figure 6d shows, the maximum temperature 
for rotating beam takes place where the longitudinal 

velocity become zero instantly, Because of that 
temperature profile and hardened region aren’t 
symmetrical at two side of the center line. 
     In the following the effects of period, amplitude 
and longitudinal velocity on maximum and 
minimum cross feed are investigated. Longitudinal 
velocity is the component of the velocity along the 
heated surface (x-axis). 
 
5.2.1. Cross feed for laser hardening with 
dithering beam   Figure 7 shows the changes of 
maximum and minimum cross feed with amplitude, 
for longitudinal velocities 0f 30 mm/s., and periods 
of (a) 0.015 (b) 0.018 (C) 0.025. 
     It can be seen from Figure 7 that as the 
amplitude decreases the maximum temperature and 
cross feed increases until the maximum temperature 
reaches the melting temperature but the difference 
between maximum and minimum cross feed 
decreases. 
     It can also be seen that for a given period the cross 
feed f decreases and approaches zero after a certain 
amplitude level, depending on the longitudinal 
velocity and the required depth of hardening. This 
can be due to the high velocity which causes 
temperature decrease and to the fact that the 
interaction time is not enough for austenitizing. 
     As the period increases, the maximum temperature, 
maximum cross feed and also the difference 
between maximum and minimum cross feed and 
the critical amplitude for no surface melting 
increases. 
     Figure 8 shows the variations of the cross feed 
with longitudinal velocity, for period of 0.015 s. 
and amplitudes of (a) 1mm (b) 1.2 mm, respectively. 
It can be seen from Figure 8 that as the velocity 
decreases the difference between maximum and 
minimum cross feed decreases. Also the maximum 
temperature and cross feed increases until 
the maximum temperature reaches the melting 
temperature. 
     It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the 
maximum cross feed which could be obtained by 
this laser and with dithering Gaussian beam is 
associated with the process variables of period 
0.015 s. amplitudes 1.2 mm and longitudinal 
velocity of about 20 mm/s. The value of this cross 
feed is about 2.5 times the maximum cross feed of 
linear moving (Figure 5c) and is slightly more than 
the maximum cross which could be obtained by the 
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Figure 5. Variations of cross feed with longitudinal velocity 
for the three laser beam intensity distributions: (a) bimodal, 
(b) uniform and (c) gaussian. 
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uniform disc beam mode. But notice that the 
maximum cross feed of uniform disc beam mode is 
obtained with 30 mm/s. longitudinal velocity, 
whereas the maximum cross feed of dithering beam 
is obtained with 20 mm/s. longitudinal velocity. 
Longitudinal velocity is an important parameter in 
laser heat treatment, because it deals with the time 
duration of laser was hardening and so the energy 
which consumes during laser hardening. As you see 
in Figure 7, the maximum cross feed which could be 
obtained with dithering beam and with 30 mm/s. 

longitudinal velocity is marginally less than the 
maximum cross feed of uniform disc beam mode. 
 
5.2.2. Cross feed for laser hardening with 
rotating beam   Figure 9 shows the variation of the 
maximum and minimum cross feed with amplitude 
for longitudinal velocities 0f 30 mm/s., and periods 
of (a) 0.015 (b) 0.025. It can be seen that as the 
amplitudes decreases, the maximum temperature 
and cross feed increases until the maximum 
temperature reaches the melting temperature. As 

          
 

(a)                                                                                                 (b) 
 

          
 

(c)                                                                                                 (d) 
 

Figure 6. (a) dithering beam with uniform velocity (b) rotating beam pattern (c) dithering beam with  
sinusoidal velocity and (d) Variations of the maximum temperature rise in a section  

with the distance from the center line, y, for different moving patterns. 
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you see a similar trend of dithering beam is 
observed for rotating beam except that in similar 
case the maximum temperature in rotating beam is 

usually more than maximum temperature in 
dithering beam so the critical amplitude for no 
surface melting is more than the amplitude for no 
surface melting in dithering beam, and also the 
difference between maximum and minimum cross 
feed is more than the difference between maximum 
and minimum cross feed in dithering beam and 
temperature profile and hardened region aren’t 
symmetrical at two side of the center line. 
 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
From thermal analysis of laser surface transformation 
hardening process conducted on a work-piece made 
of AISI 1036 steel, the effect of moving parameters 
(scanning velocity, amplitude and period) on cross 
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Figure 7. Variations of cross feed with amplitude for dithering 
Gaussian beam, respectively, for periods of (a) 0.015 s. and 
(b) 0.025 s. 
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Figure 8. variations of the cross with the longitudinal velocity, 
for period 0.015 s. amplitudes (a) 1 mm and (b) 1.2 mm. 
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feed for no surface melting and case hardening 
depth of 0.12 mm was studied. From this work the 
following conclusions can be made: 
 
1. Dithering or rotating beam is a useful way of 

spreading out a uniform laser beam if the 
parameters of dithering beam or rotating 
beam are properly chosen with the aid of 
these models. 

2. Dithering beam with sinusoidal scanning 
velocity results in a more uniform hardened 
region along the work surface (x-axis), 
compared to rotating beam with a lower 
maximum temperature. 

3. As the period increases the maximum 
temperature and maximum cross feed 
increases and also the difference between 
maximum and minimum cross feed increases. 

Similar effect takes place when longitudinal 
velocity decreases, although the difference 
between maximum and minimum cross feed 
decreases. 

4. For a given period the cross feed f decreases 
and approaches zero after a certain amplitude 
level, depending the longitudinal velocities 
and the required depth of hardening. This 
can be due to the high velocity which 
causes temperature decrease and the fact 
that the interaction time is not enough for 
austenitizing. 
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